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Results
Report to the municipality

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
We have finished a report to the municipality regarding transboundary climate risk in agriculture. It is not published yet since we have given the municipality and the regional municipality a chance to comments and give inputs to the results. The report describe more the results and our findings and how the municipality can use a similar method to get the same results. Does not say anything about the process, but describe the results from the collaboration. 



Impact chain

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
Impact chain approach is a useful tool to get discussoipn going and get an overview and  sort  everything into impact chains. On the other hand, when it comes to transboundary climate risks the method (step 3,4,5,6) is not useful (yet) to quantifiy the risk of f.ex. Soy production and how large is the risk for farmers in Klepp municipality At this point we can point out chains that are not reciliens or flexible enough. We can say why we think this is,We but not to what extend this means in terms of numbers and money. We know that SEI have manage to some degree to quantify looking at imported.. 



What is the main narrative of the case?
• Is it possible to produce actionable knowledge about TBCs for local authorities? (using livestock agriculture as our case subject)

What ecological/ political/ managerial/ economic development(s) are on display in the case?
• Climate risks related to import of input factors (our case is limited to upstream factors)
• Theoretical value chain disruptions are anecdotal closely related to ongoing (as we speak) distributions in global food systems
• Chosen local government as the starting point- local government is a structure (not actor) for implementing national agriculture

policies

What’s the policy relevance to be extracted from your case, with regard to CC risk?
• Still an open question if this is at all an issue that can be addressed by local authorities (perhaps, also a general problem for other 

aspects of CCA)

Scientifically important findings?

• The knowledge basis for producing local actionable knowledge on TBCs are still far from mature!

Reflect on relevance for the ambition to improve the Impact Chain methodology
• The idea behind it works well but the instrumental side of IC is difficult to apply to TBCs
• A general challenge with the IC approach is to also cover the risks applied to the links (the mobility challenge), an issue which is very 

clear in the covid impacts (mobility disruptions – which is something more specific than value chain disruptions)

To sum up

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
Kommunen handler på vegne av staten! 



1. Who is paying for the risk? 

2. Who is handling the risk? 

3. Who is responsible for the risk? 

Further broken down: 

• Ownership: understand and detect the risk 

• Ownership regarding who is affected

• Ownership: Who can do anything about the risk? Tools, measures, instrument 

• Ownership: Who is a part of the different areas of the value chain? 

Risk ownership

Source: Young (2018)

Municipality or higher up? 

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
We got to discuss risk ownership, not to full extend. This is an important aspect to look further into. We are hopefully doing that in Nordic council project. NASJONALT ELLER REGIONALT NIVÅ SOM MÅ SJÅ PÅ KVA ER RISIKOEN
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Thank you!

Tara B. Holm
Mob:  +47 957 64 802
E-mail: tbh@vestforsk.no
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